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SPRINT Metrology at a glance

● Easy ROV handling; lightweight
SPRINT sensor protected within ROV

● Integration with proven 6G LBL
acoustics reduces risk

● Use of GyroCompatt or inclinometer 
Compatts provide hub orientation
and transponder mounting QC

● Data logged in real time; backed-up
using SPRINT’s internal memory 

● Results available immediately,
no need to recover ROV

● Independent measurements for QC

SPRINT METROLOGY
ACOUSTIC INERTIAL HUB-TO-HUB METROLOGY 

SPRINT ROVs with metrology capability combined with streamlined data collection and
processing offer significant time savings compared to existing techniques without
compromising integrity and quality of the data. Sonardyne 6G provides a uniquely
reliable set of acoustic measurements that are rich in QC. This not only speeds up
traditional acoustic metrology but lends itself to inertial integration. SPRINT acoustic
inertial metrology builds on the benefits of 6G to offer time savings over traditional
techniques without increasing the risk. Operational procedures can include QC
against baseline and depth measurements as an independent check.

Methodology
The SPRINT equipped ROV places 6G transponders in each metrology hub and then
manoeuvres around the hubs while collecting acoustic ranges to each one. If there is
direct line of sight between the transponders, an acoustic baseline will be collected
and used as an independent QC measurement. In this scenario, no additional seabed
transponders are required. The attitude of each hub can be measured using Lodestar
GyroCompatt 6 or Compatt 6 with the inclinometer end cap option. There is a choice
of ROV trajectories available that allows the user flexibility at metrology sites with
restricted navigation.

ROVs equipped with Sonardyne’s Precision Reference Inertial Navigation Technology
(SPRINT) have now demonstrated hub-to-hub metrology using the acoustic inertial
simultaneous location and mapping (SLAM) technique.

ROV operators could switch from construction and survey operations to metrology
without recovering to mobilise specialist metrology equipment. The capability
combines Sonardyne’s trusted 6G acoustic technology, the field-proven SPRINT INS
platform and Janus post processing software. 



SPRINT System (Lodestar, RovNav 6 and DVL) installed on ROV ROV manoeuvres around hub transponders to collect data for SLAM calibration

All data is logged in real time by the SPRINT surface software
with a backup available on the ROV. Immediately following
the data collection phase, the Janus post processing software
is used to determine the position of one transponder relative to
the other using the Simultaneous Location And Mapping
(SLAM) technique. In combination with the hub orientation
measurements, the transponder positions determined from the
SLAM technique can then be used to provide hub-to-hub
horizontal and depth difference along with the relative bearing
between the hubs.

Results
An example of performance is given by a recent metrology
campaign where SPRINT metrology has been compared to
traditional techniques as a reference: 

● SLAM computed horizontal transponder difference compared
to acoustic baseline: 0.02m

● SLAM computed vertical difference compared to
conventional depth loop: 0.01m 

● Time savings were realised during mobilisation and data
collection compared to alternative techniques

● Quality checks and post processing of results was completed
onboard using Janus software

Processing and Quality Control
The procedure supports independent measurement of hub
transponder horizontal and vertical distances as a QC check
as well as rigorous analysis of the acoustic inertial data. Janus
supports screening of raw data, review of aiding data rejection
criteria and monitoring of sensor performance in support of
metrology data QC and reporting. Results can be imported
to customers’ existing metrology processing applications or
spreadsheets. Sonardyne’s Connect metrology software
application will also shortly support processing of acoustic
SLAM metrology data. This software guides the user through the
key stages of the metrology including planning, data collection,
quality control, processing and reporting. The application
has been specifically designed to ease operator burden and
complexity.

For example, Connect will automatically suggest optimum
acoustic settings for metrology and also provide users with
a list of data collection phases they can work through before
performing quality control, processing and reporting followed
by final calculation and report generation. All data can be
checked before processing and in addition to a final metrology
report, all raw data and computations are available for
independent checking.

SPRINT METROLOGY
ACOUSTIC INERTIAL HUB-TO-HUB METROLOGY 
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Alternate manoeuvres can be used on metrology sites with restricted navigation around the hubs

Sonardyne Connect Metrology SoftwareMetrology Spreadsheet

SPRINT JANUS

SLAM Positions

Offline Processing and QCReal Time Data Collection and QC 

Janus INS post processing software used for calibration
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